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Foreword
It gives me great pleasure to present Asian Private Banker’s fourth instalment of the high net worth
life insurance report, produced in collaboration with Transamerica Life (Bermuda) Ltd. (TLB).

Succession Planning 2019: Converting Challenges into Actions is the culmination of over eight
months of qualitative and quantitative research, data collection, and deep analysis on the current
and future trends that will drive the life insurance and succession planning sector in Asia. The report
provides a fascinating insight into the mindset of HNW and UHNW individuals in the Asia-Pacific
region when it comes to succession planning, and examines how life insurance can mitigate risks
that arise from the complexities associated with the process.

The report also closely examines many of the concerns of private banks (their advisory
professionals and relationship managers), wealth managers and family offices regarding their
perception and level of education surrounding insurance products and outlines possible solutions
for distributors.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank TLB, our exclusive sponsor for this report, for their
commitment to this project and their invaluable insights.

I would also like to thank all of the contributors to this research for their time during the data
collection process.

With best wishes,

Andrew Shale
Chief Executive Officer
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Foreword
Dear reader,
It gives us great pleasure to bring to you our “Succession Planning 2019: Converting Challenges into
Actions” report.
With Asia being the primary engine of private wealth generation globally, we are facing an inflection point
today in regards to the important matter of succession planning – how Asia’s High Net Worth (HNW) and
Ultra High New Worth (UHNW) individuals plan to transfer their wealth to the next generation.
This report is our fourth research study with Asian Private Banker (APB) and this collaboration is part
of Transamerica Life (Bermuda) Ltd.’s (TLB) Mastering High Net Worth programme and the company’s
continuous efforts to deepen its understanding and gain additional key insights into the priorities and
needs of HNW customers. As the only pure HNW life insurance provider in Hong Kong, TLB has extensive
experience in handling large sums assured and complex cases to support legacy and business planning.
With our accumulation of consumer insights and by focusing on our customer’s needs, we continue to
innovate and deliver products that meet their changing demands, while providing the premium service
that demonstrates our commitment to our customers. We also share these key insights with our business
partners to help deepen their understanding of the market and to add more value to their interactions with
our ultimate end-customers.
In the face of declining consumer trust and tightening industry regulations, our goal with this report is to
provide some key actionable insights to our business partners, customers and peers. HNW life insurance
is much more complex than traditional retail life insurance and very often involves multiple parties including
private banks, brokers, and insurance companies. Because of this, it is imperative that we continue to
develop new ways to drive more value to the customer providing more transparency and greater value.
We hope that you will find this report helpful and illuminating. We look forward to working with our valued
partners as we continue on our journey of helping to safeguard our customers’ wealth for generations.
Sincerely,

Marc Lieberman
President & CEO, Transamerica Life (Bermuda) Ltd.
5
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Asia’s strong economic growth over the last few decades has created a sizeable number of firstgeneration High Net Worth individuals (HNWIs) and Ultra High Net Worth individuals (UHNWIs). As this
group advances in age, they have shown growing awareness and concern regarding the need for
succession planning in order to ensure the long-term economic security of their families, maintain their
lifestyles post-retirement, and effectively transfer their wealth to the next generation. It is estimated that
the value of global UHNW wealth transferred down through generations within the next 30 years will
total nearly US$16 trillion, making it the largest wealth transfer in history ¹.

However, Asian Private Banker (APB) has found that such increasing awareness about succession
planning has not necessarily translated into significant action taken by this group. In its fourth year of
research partnership with Transamerica Life (Bermuda) Ltd. (TLB), APB has been following the financial
protection consumption trends and investigating the market challenges and gaps HNWIs/UHNWIs face
in striving for their financial security goals. This report focuses in particular on the factors which are
preventing Asian HNWIs/UHNWIs (primarily in Hong Kong and Singapore) from taking actions towards
their succession planning. It also examines Asia’s life insurance market and the role that life insurance
plays in supporting the financial health and succession planning of Asian HNWIs and UHNWIs, including
their successors.

2019 Key Findings:
Four years after our initial research on the HNWI/UHNWI market segment, we have found that Asia’s
HNWIs today are still less prepared for wealth transfer/succession planning than their counterparts in
other regions — with 57% admitting they have done nothing in regards to estate planning and wealth
transfer, compared to 32% in the West.

Our research shows that there are three main challenges/risks that contributed to this lack of
preparation: procrastination, lack of communication, and perceived complexity of the process.

¹

“Family Wealth Transfers Report.” http://www.wealthx.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/WealthX_NFP_FamilyWealth
TransfersReport-2014.pdf
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Challenges/Risks:
Procrastination
Our 2018 Succession Planning: Perceptions and Opportunities for HNWIs report revealed that the
biggest difficulty in convincing clients to start planning their succession plan is procrastination. We have
found that this trend is still evident in 2019. Therefore, it is not surprising that relationship manager (RM)
respondents reported that less than half (40%) of their clients have planned or are currently planning
their succession plan. In addition, a quarter (25%) of end-clients surveyed indicated that they didn’t
plan to begin their succession planning for another 10 years or more. Even more striking is that a large
number of end-clients above the age
of 50 (25%), believed that it was too
early for them to start their succession
planning. Procrastination itself is a
complex problem, and different people
experience it for different reasons.
However, in matters of wealth transfers
and succession planning, procrastination
more often than not extracts a higher
price than most people realise in terms
of the ability to effectively manage their
wealth in the long run.
Lack of communication
Taking action with succession planning requires
cooperation and communication amongst all
stakeholders involved. Unfortunately, Asia’s
HNWIs are hesitant to discuss financial matters
within their family. Their hesitation stems from
cultural taboos in discussing death, a fear that
their successors are not ready to take control
of the family assets, and/or their concern that
discussing succession planning with their family
may lead to internal disputes. In particular, there is
a severe lack of intergenerational communication
amongst HNWIs/UHNWIs in Asia:
•

•
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Despite the fact that most Asian business owners earned their riches through a family
business, two out of three end-clients surveyed have never discussed succession planning
within their family and almost two-thirds of Asian HNWIs/UHNWIs business owners have yet
to name a successor (an “heir” is usually chosen from within the family); and
Most clients have avoided discussing legacy planning with their offspring, even though Asia’s
wealthy recognise the importance of family financial planning; only 15% of the next
generation and/or their representatives have actually participated in more than 60% of all
succession planning-related discussions.

These are jarring figures when you consider that many of the economies in Asia are dominated by family
businesses. According to a study by Ernst and Young, about 85% of companies in the Asia Pacific region
are family-owned.²
Complexity of the process
HNWIs/UHNWIs often face jurisdictional and compliance issues in managing wide-ranging assets,
transferring family assets that are spread globally as well as legal and tax challenges in the case of
potential inheritors living abroad. In addition, the continuously evolving regulatory environment in Asia
is presenting both challenges and opportunities
to HNWIs who are looking to pass on their wealth.
However, it is not only HNWIs who are struggling
with succession planning – many RMs in the
region also lack familiarity with this matter:
•

•

•

While 25% of end-clients responded
that the designing of their succession
plan was relatively easy, 63% of them
found it difficult in terms of the actual
implementation of their succession plans;
42% of RMs said they were unfamiliar
or only somewhat familiar with the
process, and 34% of RMs stated that
the process of designing a succession plan for their clients was difficult;
In fact, 29% of RMs deemed the process as “too complicated”, and a further 25% of
RMs stated that they had not received sufficient training on the subjects of regulatory
requirements and tax for them to be comfortable with or fully grasp the process.

The Role of Life Insurance:
Our 2018 study identified a rising interest in life insurance products amongst surveyed RMs’ clients.
The percentage of RMs who reported that more than 10% of their clients had life insurance policies
increased to 79% in 2018, up from 13% in 2016.³ This finding validates the continuing optimism in the last
few years surrounding the prospects for the life insurance market in Asia that was initially recorded in
APB’s 2017 life insurance research report.⁴ Indeed, in times of political and economic instability, clients
tend to seek shelter in financial products that will help protect their economic security and mitigate
external risks. To that end, life insurance products can serve as a valuable solution. According to our
2016 life insurance study, 35% of RMs responded that the buying behaviour of their private banking
clients increased with market uncertainty when purchasing life insurance policies.⁵

²
³
⁴
⁵

Ernst and Young, Family Business Yearbook 2017
Exploring the HNW Life Insurance Landscape Report 2016.
Exploring High Net Worth Retirement Solutions 2017 Report.
Exploring the HNW Life Insurance Landscape Report 2016.
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Life insurance’s rise in popularity as a succession planning tool is due to its various favourable features
- in addition to its traditional protection coverage, it can support in areas such as estate liquidity and
portfolio diversification amongst others. For many HNWIs, life insurance is seen as an integral part of
their financial plans and is often used as a tool to manage mortality risk and provide protection for their
loved ones as well as support their financial legacy. In 2019:
•
•

•

Life insurance ranked third in popularity for succession planning tools amongst RMs’ clients,
only behind cash equivalents and trusts;
The penetration of life insurance products has increased to 59% among end-clients
compared to 50.4% in 2018. Amongst those with more than US$5 million in assets under
management (AUM), 73% held a life insurance policy in 2019; and
Changing taxation and compliance related issues are furthering the interest amongst HNWIs
for life insurance products as these are increasingly seen as a financial tool to help mitigate
against jurisdictional, compliance, legal and tax issues involved in the transfer of wealth.

In parallel to this increased interest
in life insurance, Asian clients have
started demanding a wider variety
of life insurance products to meet
their changing needs.
Universal Life insurance (UL)
remains the dominant product
of choice for HNWIs (accounting
for 61% of life insurance products
purchased), with 29% of RMs
reporting that more than 80% of
their clients are using UL insurance
as part of their wealth transfer plans, compared to 26% in 2018. However, over the past year we have
seen an increase in demand for other life insurance products such as Whole of Life (WoL), Indexed
Universal Life (IUL), and Variable Universal Life (VUL), all of which have different structures and benefits
for different end-client goals and priorities.
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Despite this increased interest in life insurance products, challenges remain in promoting life insurance
as a critical succession planning tool. Lack of education and awareness about the key features and
benefits of life insurance among end-clients remains a hurdle and needs to be addressed in order for
life insurance products to be more widely viewed as an important financial solution:
•
•

60% of end-clients who have not been introduced to life insurance during the past 12
months indicated that they were unsure about the actual benefits of life insurance products
Amongst all surveyed end-clients, 35% of end-clients indicated that they were somewhat
unsure about the actual benefits of life insurance products, while 39% claimed to have
different investment priorities; and

As the greatest intergenerational wealth transfer gathers momentum in Asia, it comes somewhat as
a surprise that only 36% of end-clients were introduced to life insurance policies during the last 12
months. Amongst this group, 56% of end-clients stated that it was their RMs that recommended life
insurance product(s) to them while just 6% of end-clients said that the recommendation came from
their insurance providers.

The Way Forward – Converting Challenges into Actions
In the face of rising geopolitical tensions, trade disputes, and growth deceleration in the economies
of important trading partners over the past year, Asia-Pacific remains the world’s fastest growing major
region, contributing more than two-thirds of global growth. In fact, growth in Asia is expected to grow
at 5% percent in 2019 and 5.1% percent in 2020.⁶ On top of that, Asia-Pacific continues to be the world
leader in the growth of the HNW population and their wealth due to social and demographic factors.⁷
While UHNWIs’ and HNWIs’ rising interest in succession planning has grown over the last few years,
we have not seen an equivalent rise of activity in wealth transfer and succession planning. Within this
discrepancy between the need for vs. the actual development of a succession plan, there is a real
opportunity for financial advisers, wealth managers and life insurance providers to step up and close
this gap. To do so, they must tackle the key challenges/risks of procrastination, lack of communication
and complexity of the succession planning process that arise when working with their clients on their
long-term financial planning.

⁶
⁷

International Monetary Fund, Asia and Pacific Regional economic outlook: Caught in Prolonged Uncertainty, October 2019
Brent Beardsley et al. “Global Wealth 2018: Seizing the Analytics Advantage”, Boston Consulting Group, 2018: 9
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Procrastination
Effective succession plans usually take more time to develop than people often realise. It is clear that
there is a compelling need for further education to end-clients on the risks/consequences of waiting too
long to start their succession planning.
In regards to life insurance, there is an obvious need for RMs to further educate their end-clients on
the risks/dangers of waiting to obtain a life insurance policy. While it is understandable that people
tend to avoid thinking about their death or what would happen to their loved ones, not planning
ahead could leave their family with serious financial strain - and create unforeseen challenges to the
fulfillment of their wealth transfer and succession plans.
Due to the nature and inherent structure of life insurance products, the older a person gets, the more
expensive life insurance becomes. For most of us, with age also comes more health complications
and those factors can increase life insurance rates and affect whether or not we can obtain coverage.
By advising their clients to purchase the life insurance that they will eventually need in the future,
financial advisers and RMs can help their clients to lock in more favourable terms for that coverage
now. Moreover, if something were to happen where the need for life insurance was merited, the client
can rest assured that their loved ones will be taken care of.
Lack of communication
Although it may be hard to start the conversation about wealth transfer and succession plans, it is
important to have an open line of communication between the successors, inheritors, and wealth
managers. Disputes amongst family members over inheritance are common and in some cases,
inevitable. However, this does not justify avoidance of the process entirely, as this communication
is critical for the successful implementation and execution of succession plans. RMs can play a role
in encouraging HNWIs to prioritise conversing openly about the decisions and designing of the
succession plan with their intended successor(s) and family members so that all parties are able
to address any concerns or issues in the process. By doing so, RMs also have an opportunity to
cultivate their relationships with the heirs or next generation HNWIs which could help broaden their
opportunities and ensure continuity of their advisory relationship in the long run.
Complexity of the process
Encouraging open communications and transparency with the clients and their family members will
help RMs to understand what and where their clients’ priorities are, and allow them to oversee the
process in a holistic manner. However, in order to do so, RMs themselves need to work on improving
their understanding of the succession planning process through additional education and training.
In areas that need specialised technical expertise, RMs should consider a collaborative advisory
approach by working with other professionals such as lawyers, tax and compliance specialists, life
insurance providers and brokers amongst others, to provide the necessary advice on regulatory, tax
or compliance issues that may arise during the succession planning process and facilitate a smooth
provision of holistic, integrated advice to clients and their families.
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Opportunity for life insurance in succession planning
Life insurance can play a critical role in any successful wealth transfer plan as it can provide a solid
financial foundation and serve as a versatile tool to protect business assets, family, partners and key
employees from an unexpected death. Despite the myriad benefits of life insurance and its ability to
help mitigate jurisdictional, compliance, legal and tax issues, the lack of knowledge and misconceptions
about life insurance point to a growth opportunity for life insurance providers and brokers.
The discussion between RMs and end-clients about life insurance products is far from optimal and,
despite higher penetration rates in the last few years, there is considerable room for improvement for
the life insurance distribution model in private banking.
Indeed, life insurance providers and brokers need to up their game and better communicate to RMs
and financial advisers the specific features of life insurance and how it can be applied to address
a variety of issues in succession planning, such as estate liquidity, portfolio diversification, estate
equalisation, business debt and loan protection, and buy-sell agreement planning.
Moreover, the trying economic environment and rapidly changing regulatory environment present
new areas of concerns and challenges for HNWIs. In light of this, a “one size fits all” approach to life
insurance in inevitably doomed to fail – complex needs and demands require more flexibility and
dexterity in order to address them. As such, life insurance providers need to constantly evaluate
their product offerings and become more agile as well as diversify their product suite in response to
changing market demands and trends.
For business owners that are at or near retirement, the issue of succession cannot be ignored.
Succession planning is vitally important for ensuring the continued success of any business, in
identifying the people which will fill critical roles in the future or in times of crisis, and provide a clear
process for the successful transfer of wealth to the family and next generation. The ongoing greatest
wealth transfer in East Asia will continue to provide a solid foundation for the succession planning
market. Capitalising on this potential growth requires the key stakeholders — RMs, financial advisers, life
insurance providers and brokers — to change their mindset about this challenge and view it as a distinct
opportunity. By taking the initiative and changing their approach to addressing this complex process
in a more holistic way, these players will not only ensure the financial health and legacy of their clients
today, but will also be able to nurture and maintain a longer, more productive partnership with the next
generation of HNWIs.
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Introduction and Scope of
the Research
From Singapore’s futuristic and awe-inspiring Marina Bay Sands Hotel to Hong Kong’s teeming
business district to Shanghai’s evolution into a global financial hub, Asia is synonymous with growth
and wealth. And that wealth explosion has created a region packed with HNWIs and UHNWIs.
Around 48,245 UHNWIs, each worth over US$30 million, called Asia home in 2018, according to
Knight Frank’s City Wealth Index.⁸ Many of these individuals will soon be passing on their wealth for
the first time. Establishing a suitable succession plan is, therefore, crucial.
Catering to the HNW and UHNW market requires an understanding of the nuances and challenges of
succession planning. While clients and their RMs may have a preferred plan in mind, regulatory and
jurisdictional issues can play a major role in the actual development and planning needed to achieve
the ideal solution.
This report examines the needs of HNWIs and UHNWIs in terms of succession planning, the role that
life insurance providers can play to help address customers’ varied and complex requirements, and
more importantly, what specific challenges as well as opportunities exist in the market for RMs, life
insurance providers, and for the end-client themselves as they proceed on this important journey.
Succession planning itself is a major undertaking and presents businesses, especially family-owned
businesses, with unique challenges. Many of the economies in the APAC region are dominated by
family businesses. According to a study by Ernst and Young, about 85% of companies in APAC are
family-owned. Our study takes a closer look at some of the distinct challenges and gaps facing this
particular HNW and UHNW segment.

⁸

Knight Frank, “The Wealth Report 2019 13th Edition”, Knight Frank, 2019, p. 8
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Research Methodology
This research paper — prepared and presented by APB and sponsored by TLB — comprises
a comprehensive analysis of life insurance products used in succession planning in Asia.
Based on primary and secondary sources, it examines the life insurance market in both Hong Kong
and Singapore, conceptualises the notion of succession planning for HNWIs and UHNWIs, and
analyses the role and dynamics that life insurance can play for clients who are undergoing
the succession planning process.
In addition, it takes an in-depth look at the distribution model of life insurance as succession planning
tools, focusing on the nexus between insurance providers, RMs, brokers and end-clients.
The research addresses the following questions:
A.
B.
C.
D.

How do Asia’s HNWIs/UHNWIs plan their family business succession and what are
the family governance issues that typically emerge?
How can life insurance products help with the business succession and family governance
plans of HNWIs/UHNWIs?
What are the desired financial outcomes and preferred services amongst various client
segments, including next-generation and non-income earners?
Apart from the traditional distribution network, what are the options that end-clients
engage with and, in particular, what role do family offices play?

This paper is the result of research commissioned by TLB and conducted by APB between March and
September 2019.
The paper aims to identify gaps and new business opportunities in the market by focusing on specific
client and market segments, including next-generation, non-income, and family offices.
The research methodology adopted included a combination of quantitative and qualitative research
and factored in several working assumptions/hypotheses in accordance with the established
narratives of behavioural economics.
In order to deliver on this, APB assigned a cross-sectional six-member research team that, as well as
incorporating prior findings from relevant primary and secondary sources, deployed qualitative and
quantitative analytical tools to harvest apposite data within the defined scope of the research framework.
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The assigned APB research team consisted of four members of the Research department, one member
of the Editorial department, and one member of the Relationship Management department. The team
drew on the strength of feedback from a series of APB events, from the company’s proprietary network
and from various members of the senior management team. Other team members were assigned on an
ad hoc basis in line with the evolving requirements of the study.
In order to optimise the scope and efficacy of the required data collection, APB’s research team
prepared two unique questionnaires and interview formats designed to elicit comprehensive and
quantifiable responses from RMs/wealth managers and end-clients in Hong Kong and Singapore. In
the case of the questionnaire, the data sample was based on 153 responses from RMs and 84 from
end-clients. As to the interview component, this comprised sessions with 30 brokers, and 21 RMs. In
addition, in-depth case studies were also compiled.
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Chapter 1: Challenges in Succession
Planning for Asia’s HNWI and UHNWI
Hong Kong and Singapore’s rise to become Asia’s hub for HNWIs
‘Go west, young man,’ used to be the sage advice passed on from older generations to younger
generations in search of their fortunes. Today though, thanks to macro-economic and political shifts,
it is the East where those seeking wealth should venture.
Since the 1960s, Asia’s economies, one-by-one, began booming, with Japan initially leading
the way. The four "Asian Tigers" — Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan — then began to
experience rapid periods of economic growth, followed by Malaysia and Thailand in the 1980s.
China’s path to being the dominant Asian economy began in the 1980s. After joining the World
Trade Organisation in the early 2000s, China began recording record double-digit growth. Today,
China is arguably vying with the United States to be the world’s dominant economic power,
notwithstanding the current trade war applying the brakes to its economy somewhat in 2019.
Of course, there have been hurdles for Asia's growth along the way. The Asian financial crisis
in 1997 and the arrival of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in 2003 have slowed the
region's economic growth. But these have merely been short diversions against a backdrop of
continuing, staggering growth.
As the region’s economies have expanded, so too has its proportion of HNWIs and UHNWIs,
relative to other regions. Hong Kong, notably, saw a net growth of UHNWIs (10.8% YoY growth) in
excess of the global pool average of 6.9%, while Singapore (4.0%) followed closely behind.
Both territories, however, are comparable with Switzerland and the United States in terms of their
per capita number of UHNWIs. Overall, Hong Kong has a 1:39 UHNWIs to total population ratio, with
Singapore close behind at 1:56. Both remain far ahead of the global pool average of 1:42 and China,
which has an overall 1:83 ratio.
This is indicative of the reason why Hong Kong and Singapore are so prominent in the global
financial system, and why it is essential for private banks to have an understanding of the particular
needs of the dense HNW populations in these jurisdictions.
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Table 1: Number of UHNWIs in 2018 by selected territories
Country/Territory
United States

UHNW Individuals
( > USD 50 Million)

% change since
Mid-2017 (mid 2016/2*)

UHNW Individuals
Per Population

70,541

-1.1%

1 in 4640

China

16,511

-6.4%

1 in 82853

Japan

3,576

0.2%*

1 in 35458

United Kingdom

4,664

-0.4%

1 in 14159

Germany

6,323

-11.2%

1 in 13093

France

3,037

1.2%

1 in 22057

Italy

3,217

27.1%

1 in 18834

Canada

3,006

2.9%

1 in 12328

Australia

2,906

-1.6%

1 in 8465

Spain

2,086

52.6%

1 in 22396

Korea

2,363

2.4%

1 in 21781

Switzerland

2,646

-3.1%

1 in 3182

Taiwan

1,829

1%

1 in 13001

India

3,399

31.6%*

1 in 393939

Hong Kong

1,908

10.8%

1 in 3874

Singapore

998

4%

1 in 5623

Average

8043

6.9%

1 in 42230

Many of these HNWIs and UHNWIs are facing the prospect of passing on their wealth — many for
the first time. Understanding the motivations behind their succession planning will be vital for those
planning to serve what has become a significant financial services opportunity in this region.
So what drives the succession planning of Asian HNWI and UHNWIs?
With over 85% of businesses in the region being family-owned, it is not surprising that the main
motivation for succession planning appears to be driven by duty and values around family. In Hong
Kong, for instance, 44% of end-clients surveyed intend for their relatives to inherit their business
and designated this as ‘their duty’, while in Singapore, ‘preserving family values in future business
activities’ was deemed to be the priority for HNWIs and UHNWIs.
Then there are the more conditional elements to succession planning: almost two-thirds (65%) of
inheritances in Asia can only be accessed after the beneficiaries complete certain conditions, such
as reaching a certain age, achieving a certain career or having attained a degree or master's degree,
according to BNP Paribas research.9

9

BNP Paribas, “How to Successfully Plan Your Legacy”, BNP Paribas, October 5, 2018.
Available at: https://wealthmanagement.bnpparibas/asia/en/expert-voices/how-to-successfully-plan-your-legacy.html
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For a majority of HNWIs in Asia, a key factor in their succession planning is the need to determine
whether or not their heir(s) are actually willing to step up and take responsibility for the family
business. Fundamentally, most HNWIs and UHNWIs are eager to transfer their wealth to the next
generation, with much of their motivation driven by a desire, or perceived cultural duty, to keep the
business (and wealth) within the family.
Whatever the motivations for succession planning are, our study spotlighted some fundamental
challenges/risks that HNWIs, their RMs, and wealth managers face in this area that are preventing them
from taking the needed actions to plan for their financial future.

Challenges to Action
1. Procrastination
Awareness of succession planning
amongst HNWIs is at an all-time
high, with 77% of RMs reporting that
their clients’ interest in succession
planning and wealth transfer has
increased during the last two years.
Despite this upward trend for
awareness regarding succession
planning, a considerable number of
RMs stated that 60% of their clients
did not have a succession plan in
place.

Chart 1: What percentage of your clients have already planned
or currently planning their succession plan?
> 80%
6.3%

< 20%
9.5%

60% - < 80%
11.1%

20% - < 40%
27%
40% - < 60%
46%

If HNWIs understand the value of
succession planning, why are so
few implementing it?
Our 2018 Succession Planning
Perceptions and Opportunities
for HNWIs report revealed that
the biggest difficulty in convincing
clients to start planning their
succession plan is procrastination.

Chart 2: End-client schedules for setting up a succession plan
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
I already have Within
a succession/ the next
wealth transfer 5 years
plan in place
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Within
the next
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Within
the next
20 years

No intention
to set up
a succession
plan

Unsure

This continuing trend amongst HNWIs in Asia was highlighted in our 2018 Succession Planning study
as the biggest difficulty in convincing clients to start planning their succession, with 40% of surveyed
RMs responding as such. We have found that this trend is unchanged and still evident in 2019.
Even more striking is that a large number (25%) of end-clients between the ages of 50 to 60 believed that
it was too early for them to start their succession planning, while 27% of those between the ages of 40 to
50, responded that they did not have a succession plan in place due to a lack of time to develop one.
Chart 3: What are the reason(s) behind a lack of succession plan in place? (End-Clients)
100%

No clear successor
Too early to plan
Relationship manager/wealth manager has not
discussed succession planning solutions with me
Relationship manager/wealth manager advised me
against succession planning solutions based on my needs

75%

Lack of time to develop a succession plan

50%

Lack of suitable/convincing products
Do not believe in the value of succession planning

25%

Concerned that my successors
are not ready/capable to manage my wealth

0%
Under 30
years old

30 - < 40
years old

40 - < 50
years old

50 - < 60
years old

Above 60
years old

In addition, a number of end-clients interviewed expressed their concerns about the current
uncertainty surrounding the US-China trade tensions, which is leading to increased liquidity risks and
driving a preference for cash deposits — all given as additional reasons to hold off on their succession
planning.
Procrastination itself is a complex problem, and different people experience it for different reasons.
However, in matters of wealth transfers and succession planning, procrastination more often than
not extracts a higher price than most people realise in terms of the ability to effectively manage
wealth in the long run. While it is understandable that people tend to avoid thinking about their death,
not planning ahead could leave their family with serious financial strain. Procrastination can hinder
clients’ ability to deal with challenges — especially in times of life “triggers” or unexpected events that
may affect their financial security. Indeed, poor contingency planning can lead to liquidity issues for
families, and in the worst cases, can result in business owners having to sell their assets.
Especially in regards to life insurance, the older a person gets, the more expensive life insurance
becomes. This is due to the nature and inherent design of life insurance products, where coverage
is directly related to the age and general health of the policy applicant. HNW life insurance policies
with large sums assured typically require applicants to submit recent medical records and undergo a
medical examination. For most of us, with age comes more health complications and those factors can
increase life insurance rates and affect whether or not coverage can be obtained.
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2. Lack of communication in the family
The lack of communication amongst family members has also resulted in many HNWIs procrastinating their
succession planning, with less than half (43%) stating that they already have a succession/wealth transfer plan
in place. Insufficient trust between generations is a common challenge that is a result of the distinct lack of
engagement amongst the first generation HNWIs and their heir(s) in terms of succession planning, with RMs
indicating that only 15% of the next generation’s representatives actually participate in more than 60% of all
succession planning-related discussions.

Chart 4: When working with your clients on succession planning, how often do you also engage
with their heirs?
Next generation

Spouse

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
< 20%

20% - 40%

40% - 60%

60% - 80%

80% - 100%

Furthering this issue is that nearly two out of three end-clients (64%) mentioned they have never discussed
any succession plan designs with their family. It should not come as a surprise then, that 75% of RMs stated
that their clients and heir(s) are not in agreement over the optimum time frame for the initiation of any family
wealth transfer plan.

Chart 5: Which of the following best describes the frequency of the discussions with your family
member(s) on succession planning?
80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
I never discuss
my succession plans
with my family
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I discuss succession
I discuss succession
I discuss succession
planning with family planning with my family planning with my family
only when there is
every time we talk
every time we discuss
a big/immediate issue
about our future
economic issues
related to the actual plan
life plans
for the family

Chart 6: Compared to their parents, does the next-generation want to launch the family's
succession planning earlier or later? [RMs]
0 - 12 months later
2%

Approximately within
the same time
25%

More than 12 months later
4%

More than
12 months earlier
33%

0 - 12 months earlier
36%

On the other hand, just 33% of end-clients stated that they had different timelines than their heirs in
terms of the timing of their succession plan.

Chart 7: Do the next-generation's succession planning timeline differ from their parents? [End-Clients]
No option for timeline of succession
9%

Unsure
18%

More than
12 months later
9%

More than 12 months earlier
13%

0 - 12 months earlier
11%

Approximately within
the same time
40%

The difference emphasises the need for more discussions about succession within the family, as such
disparity can lead to family disputes which can further complicate the process.
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In addition to the differences in the preferred timing for initiating a wealth transfer, our research found the other
key areas where end-clients’ succession-planning preferences were different from those of their children:
1.

Distribution of roles in family business

2.

Distribution of wealth

3.

Business orientation of family business

4.

Investment strategy

1 - lowest degree of difference 4 - highest degree of difference

Chart 8: How different are the preferences of your first-generation HNW/UHNW clients and their
heirs when it comes to succession planning issues? [1 - lowest degree of difference, 4 - highest
degree of difference]
RMs

End-Clients

4

3

2

1

0
The distribution
of wealth

The investment
strategy

The distribution
of roles in the
family business

The business
orientation of
the family business

The timing
of succession
planning

Such communication gaps and reluctance to engage on both sides is a concern, not least because for the first
time, many of Asia’s wealthiest individuals are obliged to address a wide range of sensitive issues as they prepare
to initiate complex intergenerational transfers of both assets and corporate responsibilities.
One reason why succession planning is particularly problematic across the region is that there is often no
clear demarcation between personal wealth and business assets and responsibilities. Many Asian businesses
continue to be owned and managed by a network of extended family members, therefore company
succession and estate planning issues are frequently deeply intertwined. Families are often faced with
conflicting priorities and interests amongst family members. Therefore, the complex governance structures
and/or insufficient trust between generations are complications that can hinder succession planning.
An even bigger problem is that death itself is a taboo subject in many parts of the region, a sensitivity that makes
succession planning — which inevitably confronts mortality — a distasteful topic for most Asian families.
The above examples demonstrate why succession planning is distinctly problematic across the region, in
particular when there is no clear demarcation between personal wealth and business assets/responsibilities and
with cultural sensitivities compounding the issue.

A crucial aspect in successful succession planning for Asian HNWIs and UHNWIs is therefore ensuring that
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there are clear lines of communication between all parties, particularly between benefactor and beneficiaries.
According to BNP Paribas, the four most common reasons for a failed wealth transfer in Asia are: 10
•
•
•
•

60% lack of communication and trust;
25% failure to prepare the next generation;
12% no common family values established; and
3% poor investment advice.

Ultimately, however, it is apparent that many HNWIs and UHNWIs do want to see their wealth sustained and
passed on to successive generations. In rare cases, such as that of Hong Kong’s billionaire Lee Kum Kee
family, wealth has been effectively maintained through five generations.
In a majority of cases, however, the concern for many HNWIs (especially those residing in China) is what has
come to be known as the “shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in three generations” curse — a phenomenon that sees a
family’s entire accumulated wealth not surviving a second generational transition.
The avoidance of the latter can be accomplished through careful succession management by senior
family members.
Overarching this is the regional dynamic that many Asian businesses are owned and managed by a network
of extended family members, implying that company succession and estate planning issues are often deeply
intertwined, and overly complex in terms not only of understanding tax and jurisdictional complexities, but
also of addressing the implication of the varied and dynamic relations operating internally.
In the view of the myriad of issues faced when passing on wealth in the Asia Pacific region, the key solution
to tackle these challenges is communication from all sides. This is easier said than done, and research from
BNP Paribas indeed suggests that the most common reason for failed wealth transfer in Asia is a lack of
communication.11

Case Study: Passing It On
Mr I.O. is a UHNW client in his late-80s, amassing his wealth from a business he started in Southeast Asia.
He has three children in their late-40s/50s, all of whom work for the family business. In addition, he has two
younger children in their late-20/30s from his second marriage. He plans to pass down the family business
to his three children from his first family, while passing on wealth and property-estate to his two children
and current wife. Mr I.O.’s succession plan is a combination of trusts structures and life insurance policies.
For his children from his first marriage, he is using discretionary trusts in which his children will not have
direct ownership of the shares of the company, but instead the shares will be held under a family trust
structure in order to protect the capital value of the shares for his children and the succeeding generation.
For his younger children, Mr I.O.’s goal is to pass down US$20 million for his two children and wife, while
mitigating regulatory and market risks and limiting his tax liability. His RM suggested he do this through a
UL policy, which Mr I.O. decided to purchase in 2005. Although he and his family do not currently have any
liquidity issues, he is comforted knowing that he would be able to quickly liquidate the policy if needed.

10 11 BNP Paribas, “How to Successfully Plan Your Legacy”, BNP Paribas, October 5, 2018.
Available at: https://wealthmanagement.bnpparibas/asia/en/expert-voices/how-to-successfully-plan-your-legacy.html
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3. Complexity of the process
The lack of discussions about succession
planning in Asia has also led to limited
understanding of the topic for both clients
and RMs. As evidence of this, only 13% of RMs
responded that they were ‘very familiar’ with
designing a succession plan for their clients,
while 42% said that they were ‘unfamiliar’ or
only ‘somewhat familiar’ with the process.

Chart 9: How familiar are you with designing
a succession plan for your clients?
50%
40%
30%
20%

Amongst those RMs who indicated that they
were only slightly familiar or not familiar with
10%
succession planning, 33% ascribed the lack
of interest on the part of their clients as their
0%
Very
Unfamiliar Somewhat
Familiar
Very
primary reason for not delving further into this
unfamiliar
familiar
familiar
area. A further 29% deemed the process to be
“too complicated”, largely on account of the
increased regulatory requirements relating to asset transparency, and cross-border activities, with
clients often seeking to book their insurance policies abroad for tax purposes as a consequence. A
further 25% stated that they had not received sufficient training with regards to the subject in order to
have a good understanding of succession planning.

Chart 10: What are the reason(s) behind any lack of familiarity
with succession planning services? [For RMs]
40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Lack of interest
from clients
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Subsequently, when participating RMs were asked how difficult designing a succession plan for their
clients was — just 19% of respondents found it to be easy or very easy, while 34% replied that the
process was difficult or very difficult. For the end-clients, 25% replied that designing their succession
plan was easy, but only 5% found the actual implementation to be easy versus the 63% that found it
difficult to implement.
Chart 11: How difficult do you find
designing the succession plan for
your clients? [RMs]

13%

Very
easy easy
Very

5% 5%

13%

Easy

Implementation

50%

Easy

14%

21%

Design

Average

14%

21%

Chart 12: Difficulty of design and implementation of
succession plans [End-Clients]

Average
Difficult
Very
difficult
Difficult

40%

Very difficult

30%
20%

47%
10%

47%

0%
Very easy

Relatively easy

Average

Relatively difficult

Very difficult

Amongst the RMs that were interviewed by APB’s research team, the most common reasons for
difficulties in succession planning were tax-and compliance-related issues and the ability of finding
suitable products to mitigate the risks relating to those issues.
From the end-client’s perspective, over 15% of respondents said that they did not have a succession
plan because their RMs did not discuss any succession planning solutions with them, while a further 13%
attributed it to the lack of suitable convincing products that are currently available to them.
Chart 13: Reason(s) end-clients do not have a succession plan in place
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Too early
to plan

Lack of time
to develop
a succession
plan

Relationship
Lack of suitable/
manager/wealth
convincing
manager has
products
not discussed
succession planning
solutions with me

No clear
successor

Concerned that
my successors
are not ready/
capable to
manage
my wealth

Relationship
Do not believe
manager/wealth
in the value
manager
of succession
advised me
planning
against
succession
planning solutions
based on my needs
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Chapter 2: The Role of Life Insurance in
Succession Planning
For many HNWIs, life insurance is an integral part of their financial plan, often used as a tool to
manage mortality risk and provide protection for their financial legacy.
Amongst participating end-clients, 59% replied that they have life insurance policy (or policies),
while a further 23% stated that they were actively planning to purchase one. Furthermore, amongst
clients with assets under management (AUM) of more than US$5 million, 73% held a life insurance
policy, with a further 23% actively planning to purchase one. However, for clients with AUM
between US$1 million and US$5 million, only 35% currently hold a life insurance policy and 18% are
considering acquiring one.
With the region producing more new millionaires and HNWIs than anywhere else in the world, there
is ample room for the growth of life insurance in Asia. As the region’s intergenerational wealth transfer
gains momentum, life insurance is seen as one of the key vehicles for many HNWIs’ succession plans.
Chart 14: Do you have a life insurance policy?
Yes
No, but I am actively planning
to purchase one

18%

No, and I do not plan
to purchase one

59%

23%

Chart 15: Do you have a life insurance policy? [Breakdown by AUM segment]
100%

Yes
No, but I am actively planning
to purchase one

75%

No, and I do not plan
to purchase one

50%

25%

0%
< US$1m

30

US$1m < US$5m

US$5m < US$10m

US$10m < US$30m

> US$30m

Why life insurance?
While a common use of life insurance is to provide for family security by ensuring the family’s lifestyle
can be maintained when the breadwinner is no longer around, for HNWIs it has broader uses and is a
key succession planning tool, due to its various favourable features. Below are some of the ways life
insurance is used by Asian HNWIs and UHNWIs in family and business succession planning.
•

Estate Liquidity
Asian HNWIs often have an illiquid asset mix comprised of diverse assets, such as
business interests and real estate. Rather than being forced to sell assets to generate
the needed cash to cover expenses, estate taxes, and unpaid debts, life insurance can
economically provide liquidity when it is needed most.

•

Estate Equalisation
HNWIs' wealth is often tied up in assets that are not easily divisible, such as family
homes, investment properties, antiques, heirloom jewellery, etc. Life insurance can
provide needed cash liquidity at death, enabling wealth to be distributed equitably and
efficiently to beneficiaries.

•

Multi-jurisdictional Planning
For Asian HNWIs and UHNWIs, the rapidly evolving regulatory environment is leading to
challenges and opportunities for the transfer of their wealth to succeeding generations,
especially if they have family members living abroad.
For example, the uptake and standardisation of Common Reporting Standards (CRS)
and Automatic Exchange of Financial Account Information (AEOI) regimes across the
major Asian economies have created new complications in terms of tax management
and fiscal optimisation for those pursuing succession planning.
Life insurance policies can mitigate against jurisdictional and compliance issues when
transferring family assets that are spread globally, and against legal and tax issues
involving potential inheritors living abroad.
In jurisdictions that impose estate or inheritance taxes, using life insurance products
as succession planning tools are proving popular, as life insurance may receive more
favourable tax treatment in some offshore jurisdictions compared to more orthodox
means of legacy planning, such as wills and trusts. Life insurance policies distribute
death benefits to beneficiaries without the need for a highly public and time-consuming
probate process which usually accompanies trusts.

•

Portfolio diversification:
In addition to tax-related planning, Asian HNWIs use life insurance as a key portfolio
diversification tool. This is particularly prevalent in the mainland China market, where
many HNWIs are looking to diversify out of the RMB and into US dollars through the
cash value that life insurance provides. Moreover, life insurance complements other
investments, providing reassurance to HNWIs, knowing the death benefit will still be
paid, as long as the policy remains in force.
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•

Business succession planning:
For Asian HNWIs, their business is often the most important asset and represents the largest
portion of wealth they will transfer at the time of their death. Life insurance can play
an essential role in a smooth transition from one generation to the next. While some
family businesses involve children working in and managing the business, it’s not
uncommon that the next generation is either not interested or suited to take ownership.
Life insurance is often used to buy out the share of beneficiaries who are not interested
in the business, while allowing the business assets to pass to those beneficiaries who do
wish or are able to take over.

Life insurance is also used by HNWIs to ensure the smooth operation of a business, in the event
of a key partner or executive’s untimely passing. Life insurance is ideally suited to fund a cross
purchase “Buy-Sell Agreement”, whereby the death benefit allows a partner to buy-out a deceased
partner’s share. “Key Person” insurance too, is frequently used to guard against the financial loss
that may occur due to the death or disability of a key employee.
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Chapter 3: What Types of Life Insurance
are HNWIs and UHNWIs Buying?
Increasing demand for choice
The proliferation of HNWIs and UHNWIs in Asia needing to plan their wealth transfers offers a clear
opportunity for life insurance providers to present effective life insurance solutions. In parallel to their
increasing interest in life insurance, Asian clients have started demanding a wider variety of insurance
products to meet their different needs and goals.

Universal Life still dominant
Universal Life (UL) remains the dominant insurance
solution in the market — with its focus on lifelong
protection and cash accumulation potential — it
still accounts for 61% of the life insurance mix of all
HNWIs surveyed.

Table 2: Breakdown of insurance product mix

2018

2019

Universal Life

75%

61%

Whole of Life

16%

23%

However, a breakdown of life insurance products
Term Life
2%
2%
purchased by clients over the last year, shows that
Joint Life
2%
2%
UL experienced a significant drop in market share,
Investment-linked life
< 1%
< 1%
falling by 14 percentage points year-on-year. One
VUL
1%
2%
broker that was interviewed revealed that the
single premium payment for UL had been the
PPLI
2%
5%
great success story of the past 10 years, largely
Other
1%
4%
because it delivered attractive crediting interest
rates (CIR) with relatively lower borrowing rates,
offering great arbitrage for premium financing
arrangements. It also proved to be an ideal wealth preservation tool by offering extensive protection
and potential for cash accumulation.
Recently, however, falling market interest rates and corresponding drops in CIR have obliged advisers
who initially sold such products to inform their clients that they are underperforming. Understandably
wary of the prevailing market conditions, clients’ interest in UL has decreased in some cases.

Whole of Life and Insurance Wrappers gaining traction
The decline in UL’s market share has benefitted other forms of life insurance, including Whole of Life
(WoL) and insurance wrappers, such as Private Placement Life Insurance (PPLI) and Variable Universal
Life (VUL).
WoL insurance has grown in importance in recent years, with its market share increasing by 7% from
2018 to 2019. Surveyed HNWIs were particularly attracted to its guarantee of lifetime coverage, which
is important for long-term goals, such as estate and succession planning.
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This shift to WoL solutions over the past 12 months has been most apparent in North Asia. Over the
last year, while regular pay policies only accounted for 5-10% of the life insurance business of the
region’s insurance brokers, the corresponding figure is now closer to 50%. This is a result of many
clients seeking more flexibility in their financial planning.
Over the same period, insurance wrappers recorded an overall year-on-year rise of 4% and achieved
a significant increase in market share, with its main appeal being the investment return potential and
high flexibility. They have proven particularly attractive to clients in Singapore with premium financing,
securing high amounts of coverage, offering a wide choice compared to other assets, and the
flexibility to wrap complex or illiquid assets.
In addition, there are often lower tax reporting requirements with insurance wrappers, because
insurance confidentiality regulations and investment gains achieved via the policy accrue on a tax-free
basis within the policy. Furthermore, clients can secure succession planning structures for their wealth
through insurance wrappers, as they offer more flexible pay-outs upon death and policyholders are free
to nominate beneficiaries, while funds may be partially withdrawn or entirely liquidated at any time.

Market challenges for life insurance
In spite of the benefits that Asian HNWIs and UHNWIs enjoy through life insurance, a number of challenges
remain in promoting life insurance as a critical succession tool. Lack of education and awareness about
the key features and benefits of life insurance amongst end-clients remains a hurdle and needs to be
addressed in order for life insurance products to be viewed more widely as an important financial solution:
•
•

60% of end-clients who have not been introduced to life insurance during the past 12 months
indicated that they were unsure about the actual benefits of life insurance products;
Amongst all surveyed end-clients, 35% indicated that they were somewhat unsure about
the actual benefits of life insurance products, while 39% claimed to have different
investment priorities; and

Chart 16: What is the primary reason to not purchase life insurance?
[RMs]

[End-clients]

40%

50%
40%

30%

30%
20%

20%
10%

10%

0%

0%
Different
investment
priorities
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Chart 17: What is/are the primary reason(s) you do not own a
life insurance policy? [End-Clients]
Clients introduced to
life insurance in the last 12 months

Clients NOT introduced to
life insurance in the last 12 months

60%

45%
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20%

Despite this, life insurance is gaining traction
in the market. Compared to 2018, today
there are more clients who use UL insurance
as a part of their succession plans, with 29%
of RMs reporting that more than 80% of their
clients are using UL insurance as part of
their wealth transfer plans.

10%

Moving towards compliance

Chart 18: Percentage of RM clients using UL
insurance as part of their succession planning
30%

While HNW life insurance utilisation in Asia
has, for some time, focused on a client’s
0%
most pressing protection needs, there are
< 20%
20% - <40% 40% - <60% 60% - <80%
> 80%
growing signs that the market has started
adapting to the reality of the Common
Reporting Standard (CRS), a new international information-sharing and reporting requirement for
financial institutions. This was introduced by governments around the world to fight against tax
evasion and protect the integrity of tax systems.
Under CRS, financial institutions are required to determine where clients are "tax residents" — usually the
place where clients are liable to pay income or corporate taxes by reason of residence in a jurisdiction.
If clients are tax residents/paying taxes outside the country/territory where they bank then financial
institutions may be required to give the local tax authority such information, along with information
relating to the clients’ accounts. Such information may then be shared between different territories’ tax
authorities.
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Going hand in hand with this is an increased focus on tax-compliant solutions for clients in various
target countries.
The adoption and implementation of CRS provisions have led to many countries adapting their
own fiscal policies. The most visible manifestation of this has been the implementation by several
jurisdictions of tax amnesties that have allowed taxpayers to normalise their tax affairs. In most cases,
the penalties have been pitched at a low enough level to incentivise clients to regularise their affairs.
It is expected that CRS will continue to have a profound effect on how the international wealth
management industry operates, including the provision of tax reportable information (dividends,
coupons, bank interest, realised capital gains, etc.) In addition, CRS requires investment product
manufacturers to be even more cognisant of the statutory tax treatment of their products in various
target countries.
As a consequence, there is an opportunity for life insurance to go beyond its traditional purpose than
just protection. In particular, it is increasingly being considered for its potential fiscal benefits, since life
insurance receives a more favourable tax treatment in some offshore jurisdictions than wills and trusts do.
The benefits of life insurance become more apparent in view of the onerous reporting requirements of
CRS, which obliges clients to disclose line by line details of any investments held in their accounts, while
joint accounts require double-reporting (i.e. individual reports of accounts held jointly by husbands and
wives etc.) As such, CRS requirements and life insurance’s ability to help mitigate tax non-compliance
issues is another benefit of life insurance products that should be presented to HNWIs and UHNWIs who
may be shying away from it.
Similarly, the reductions in estate taxes that life insurance can enable are leading more clients to utilise
life insurance solutions as part of their succession planning strategy, while allowing them to remain taxcompliant with the global regulatory regime.
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Case Study
Mr. FM has worked in Hong Kong for many years. Both his children, aged 19 and 22 went to study
in the US after graduating from international schools in Hong Kong and Tokyo. In order to take
care of their children, he and his wife moved to the US last year.
Since they are all living in the US, Mr. FM decided to buy property there earlier this year, but
is still looking for a comprehensive tool that can ensure financial protection for his family and
their US assets.
UL insurance was recommended to him by his Hong Kong-based RM as a solution. The simplicity
of the process of purchasing life insurance allows convenience for HNW clients who are often timeconstrained. A simple medical check-up and submission of application were all that was required.
Mr. FM’s estimated estate value was at around US$10 million of US assets, including his new home
as well as other stocks and cash holdings.
In this situation, as a non-US citizen, Mr. FM and his family would have been liable for almost
US$4 million in estate taxes without proper planning. However, by purchasing UL insurance, he
was able to save a large amount of estate tax for his children’s inheritance. It also helped avoid
further legal/family problems for his children as they would have had to bear a large amount of
inheritance tax otherwise.
Furthermore, his UL policy granted Mr. FM the ability to grow cash value in the policy, which
could be used as a source of funds for his family’s expenses. Whether through the high amount
of death benefit or the cash value of the policy, UL has proven to be a highly effective tool for
protecting his assets.
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Chapter 4: Distribution Channels and
the Desired Features for Life Insurance
Providers
Compared to previous years, discussions about life insurance in 2019 have increased between endclients and their RMs, a development that has led to higher penetration rates for life insurance-related
products (59% in 2019 compared to 50.4% in 2018). Yet, insurance brokers operating in Asia remain
overly dependent on referrals from private banks.
Our research shows that Asian HNWIs continue to demand professional advice: 94% of end-clients
stated that their wealth is currently under professional management. Over half of the above figure
(55%) chose private banks to manage their wealth. The remainder (39%) entrusted their assets to
independent asset managers (IAMs) or multi/single-family offices.
Chart 19: Who manages your wealth?
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In order to reduce this reliance on private banks, many life insurers have turned to new distribution
channels, such as IAMs, as a means of broadening their appeal to a wider range of potential clients.
Typically, RMs at IAMs firms have a better understanding of the holistic needs of their clients and are
therefore in a better position to offer the kind of complex life insurance solutions that are carefully
tailored to their clients’ multidimensional needs.
The higher service levels offered in terms of retirement/succession planning, go a long way in
explaining many HNWIs' preference for working with IAMs. These alternative distribution networks,
such as IAMs and family offices, have been placing increasing emphasis on life insurance products.
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For both private banks and IAMs, succession planning services are an important revenue stream, with
40% of respondents reporting that at least 40% of their income is derived from succession planningrelated activities.
Chart 20: What percentage of the time and revenue
is attributable to succession planning?
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Succession and financial legacy planning activities
appeared to be efficient ways to generate revenue,
as more than half of responding RMs reported
that they spent less than 40% of their time on
succession planning related activities.
Overall, 68% of RMs indicated that they were
planning to increase their related engagement with
life insurance brokers/providers or with lawyers and
independent financial advisers in the next 24 months.
Drilling down into each segment reveals that 49%
of RMs are planning to increase their engagement
with lawyers/law firms, the highest figure for all
the segments, which highlights the significance
of the aforementioned concerns in regards to
the complexity of the regulatory environment
surrounding succession planning.

> 80%

Chart 21: Do you plan to increase your
engagement with life insurance providers/
brokers, lawyers and/or independent financial
advisers in the next 24 months?
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In total, some 48% of RMs are
considering increasing their engagement
with insurance brokers and 32% plan
to increase their engagement with
insurance providers.
The most prominent features desired
by RMs and their end-clients when
considering life insurance as a
succession planning tool were the
levels of customer service offered,
responsiveness and the financial ratings
of the life insurance providers.

Chart 22: In the next 24 months, do you plan to increase
your engagement with the following professionals in
regards to your clients’ succession planning needs?
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strength and legal expertise of the life
insurance provider, and this particular
client segment’s priorities are much more in line with the RMs’ considerations in terms of choosing a
life insurance provider.

Compared to our 2018 report, in 2019, clients and RMs were more aligned in their opinions on the
desirable characteristics of life insurance providers. However, with increased awareness about the
regulatory/compliance risks that may arise within succession planning, RMs indicated they placed
more value on the legal expertise of the potential life insurance providers.
Chart 23: What are the most important features when selecting an insurance provider?
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Overall, many RMs surveyed believe that the current life insurance products available in the market
today are enough to meet the succession planning needs of their clients - 41% of RMs believe the
available range of life insurance products is sufficient in covering their clients’ succession planning
needs, while 14% believe them to be lacking in one respect or another.
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When asked which providers they associated with HNW life insurance, TLB ranked in the top two life
insurance providers amongst RMs, up from fifth place in the previous year. TLB also ranked amongst
the top three for end-clients, only behind AIA and Manulife respectively.
Chart 24: How well do the current products in
the market cover your clients’ insurance needs?
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Conclusions - The Way Forward
Converting challenges into actions
Succession planning spans a series of complex matters involving business, investments, family
relationships, and cultural identity. The considerable number of family-owned companies in Asia facing their
first wave of succession planning and its related challenges, reflects the critical importance of managing
this transition effectively in order to ensure that the process is designed and implemented as orderly and
efficiently as possible.

Amongst the RMs participating in APB’s research, 63% reported that at least 40% of their clients had
already planned or are currently planning their succession / wealth transfer programs, while 44%
of end-clients indicated they already had a succession plan in place (a 3% year-on-year increase
compared to the APB’s Succession Planning 2018 study).
While UHNWIs’ and HNWIs’ rising interest in succession planning has grown over the last few years,
we have not seen a corresponding rise of activity in wealth transfer and succession planning. Within
this discrepancy between the need for succession planning versus client actions, there is a real
opportunity for financial advisers, wealth managers and life insurance providers to step up and close
this gap. To do so, they must tackle the key challenges/risks of procrastination, lack of communication
and complexity of the succession planning process that arise when working with their clients on their
long-term financial planning.
It is clear that there is a compelling need for further education to end-clients on the risks/
consequences of waiting too long to start their succession planning. As 63% of end-clients have
found that implementing their succession plan was very difficult, it stands to reason that a well
thought out plan is necessary to achieve success. And effective plans usually take more time to
develop than people often realise. With 94% of end-clients indicating that their wealth is currently
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under professional management, RMs and wealth managers have a genuine opportunity and role
to play in encouraging their clients to address this process earlier and making them aware about
the related risks that procrastinating may have on the effectiveness of their wealth transfer plan. In
particular, waiting to obtain a life insurance policy carries key adverse risks. While it is understandable
that people tend to avoid thinking about their death or what would happen to their loved ones,
not planning ahead could leave their family with serious financial strain - and create unforeseen
challenges to the fulfillment of their wealth transfer and succession plans.
Due to the nature and inherent structure of life insurance products, the older a person gets, the more
expensive life insurance becomes. The onset of health complications that may arise later in life can
also adversely impact the rates for life insurance, the coverage amount offered, and the ability to even
obtain coverage. By advising their clients to purchase life insurance sooner rather than later, financial
advisers and RMs can assist their clients to lock in more favorable rates and terms while helping them
achieve the peace of mind of knowing that their family will be taken care of.
Navigating through the complexities of succession planning can be a daunting process for both
families and their wealth managers, but it is a near impossible task without the cooperation from
all parties involved. Unfortunately, Asia’s HNWIs are often hesitant to discuss financial matters with
their families. They fear that their successors are not ready to take control of the family assets or
that discussing succession planning with their family may lead to internal disputes. The lack of
intergenerational communications in regards to succession planning therefore, remains a sizeable
impediment in the ability of HNWIs to develop an effective wealth transfer plan. Furthermore, with a
third of the expected next generation of HNWIs considering switching wealth managers, RMs should
have a heightened awareness about the risk of losing their clients’ heir(s) once the wealth transfer is
completed. Once again, RMs and wealth managers have a genuine opportunity to play a bigger role
and be a productive influencer by encouraging more intergenerational dialogue among their clients
and their clients’ successor(s) when discussing any wealth transfer plan.
It goes without saying that every client is different, which means that succession plans must be
tailored to the specific client. Whether the goal is to minimise tax liabilities, protect their assets, or pass
down the majority of their wealth to their heir(s), the design of the succession plan must be carefully
crafted with all relevant stakeholders to ensure that the clients’ goals are met.
HNWIs/UHNWIs often face jurisdictional and compliance issues in managing wide-ranging assets,
transferring family assets that are spread globally as well as legal and tax challenges in the case of
potential inheritors living abroad. In addition, the continuously evolving regulatory environment in
Asia — such as the Common Reporting Standards (CRS) ¹² and the Automatic Exchange of Financial
Account Information (AEOI) — is presenting both challenges and opportunities to HNWIs who are
looking to pass on their wealth. Many HNWIs are understandably daunted by the complex process
and many consider succession planning to be “too complicated.”
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See Chapter 3.
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The ongoing greatest wealth transfer in East Asia will continue to provide a solid foundation for the
succession planning market. Capitalising on this potential growth requires the key stakeholders — RMs,
wealth managers, and financial advisers – to become more proficient in the aspects of succession
planning in order to be able to provide the best service possible. Increased training and development
on the succession planning process as well as on the financial solutions available such as life insurance,
would help build RMs and wealth managers’ confidence in being able to provide expert guidance
to their clients. In addition, RMs and wealth managers should adopt a more collaborative consulting
approach by pulling in technical experts, such as lawyers or tax specialists, to help provide information
and advice to clients in the complex areas of tax, legal, compliance and regulatory matters that may arise
during succession planning.
In terms of succession planning, life insurance providers have seen a rising demand for their products
and life insurance today is ranked amongst the top three tools at the disposal of clients, with cash and
cash equivalent and trusts falling in second and third places respectively.
Chart 25: RM’s evaluation of succession planning tools in terms of their contribution to meeting
end-clients’ related needs.
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Life insurance is therefore not only used for its protection benefits, but it can also be a useful financial
tool for lowering tax liabilities and regulatory risks for clients.
For this reason, 56% of RMs indicated that some 40% of clients who had a succession plan in place
had opted for UL insurance as part of their strategy — a figure that approximates to 48% of clients
amongst the RMs surveyed.
In the case of IAMs, life insurance policies have proven a popular succession planning tool, with
more than 50% reporting that at least half of their clients use UL as part of their succession planning
program.
Given the market volatility and economic uncertainty in recent years, many HNWIs are now
demanding more options and choices when it comes to choosing the types of life insurance
products to use as part of their financial planning. Consequently, despite UL insurance remaining
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the most popular product for succession planning (accounting for 61% of all life insurance products
purchased), other types of life insurance products have been gaining traction led by WoL products
(up 7% in market share YoY), followed by VUL, IUL and insurance wrappers.
However, with the large number of HNW end-clients stating they are unsure about the benefits of life
insurance and/or do not perceive a need for life insurance, it is evident there is a growth opportunity
for life insurance penetration in this segment.
The onus is on life insurance providers to better communicate to their business partners (RMs, IAMs,
brokers, and wealth managers) on the distinct benefits and features (portfolio diversification, estate
equalisation, multi-jurisdictional planning, etc.) that life insurance products can bring to the table as part
of an effective succession plan. Moreover, life insurance
providers need to continuously review, adapt, or
develop their product suite to ensure that it is responsive
and offers a clear solution to meet the market’s needs.
RMs at IAMs firms appear better positioned than
their counterparts in private banks to hold ongoing
discussions with their clients about the ever-changing
regulatory environment, which makes it easier for them
to communicate the advantages and benefits of life
insurance solutions as a form of risk mitigation in a
tightening regulatory environment.
Succession planning is a dynamic process that will have to be revisited every few years as HNWIs go
through the stages of life. Communication and trust with all key stakeholders will be pivotal in helping
guide HNWIs and their heir(s) through the different aspects in the complex process of planning and
implementing their legacy.
There is still much work to be done as aging first generations approach their upcoming decision for
passing over control of their business and/or wealth to the next generation, but it is encouraging to
see there is now heightened urgency to begin the planning for wealth transfer to the next generation.
It is down to the RMs and financial advisers to continue to communicate with and educate clients on
the myriad of financial tools – including life insurance and their associated benefits available to them –
and work with them to understand, embrace, and overcome the unique challenges that sit at the heart
of Asia’s diverse family businesses.
The upcoming wealth transfer will continue to provide a growth opportunity for succession planning
activity and no doubt this growth will continue for many years to come. The opportunity is ripe for the
taking, and the key stakeholders in the wealth management and financial planning space (RMs, wealth
managers, financial advisers, private banks, life insurance providers and brokers) can access it by
taking the initiative and changing their approach to addressing this complex process in a more holistic
way. By doing so, not only will they be able to preserve the financial health and legacy of their clients
today, but will also be able to nurture and maintain a longer, more productive partnership with the next
generation of HNWIs moving forward.
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